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A Digital Wallet for
all your Identity Documents
Enabling organizations and individuals to monitor and verify qualifications, licenses and certifications through one online account
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For Individuals


	Never lose an important identity document again


	Privacy and security first ensuring your data is safe


	Simple reminders to keep you up to date








For Organizations


	Automatically verify Working with Children Check status every week


	View real-time compliance from a single dashboard


	Scheduled expiry notifications remove administrative legwork
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How it Works


Create roles and requirements
Setup the roles in your organization and set the compliance requirements for each role


Each member gets an account
Users have ownership of their accounts to upload the information required


Eliminate admin work
No more spreasheets, intuitive interface and notifications free up your time


Beautiful compliance reporting
View the entire compliance of your organization from a single dashboard
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As Featured In












An Ecosystem of Verified Information



People store important identity documents in all sorts of digital locations that are unsafe and not fit-for-purpose.
Photos on our phones, files in our cloud folders, old emails that are hard to dig up when we need then. All of these methods result in siloed, outdated and exposed data for some of our most sensitive identity information.
Everproof solves this by providing a secure online account that has been specifically designed to convert your identity documents into digital artifacts.
We don't believe there should be a trade off between ease-of-use and security. With encryption and transparent security and privacy protection measures, we enable you to carry these documents with you with both ease and peace of mind.
Each Everproof user has full control over their own personal account and who they selectively share that information with.
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Have a Question?
Our Customer Success Team is here to help
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